BUDGETING FOR YOUR WEDDING FLOWERS
I very often get enquiries from Brides who have seen my designs and want an idea of
how much their wedding flowers will cost them. To be honest, this is such a difficult
thing for any florist to do because every wedding is different – and, as I’m proud to
say many times over, I’ve never made the same bouquet twice.
The starting points are always the same though - when, where, what type of flowers
and how many. All these factors have a huge effect on the final quotation, especially
the kind of flowers you're looking for, working seasonally as I do can help budgets
but if you’re looking for wall-to-wall Lily of the Valley, peonies or hydrangea then
expect a price tag to reflect this!
We’re incredibly lucky as our brides tend to be looking for highly creative ideas to
decorate their venue as memorably as possible. One of our favourite reviews to
receive from our past couples is that all their guests were blown away by the flowers.
Doing this does make guesstimating difficult, which is why we don’t have a price list
as such.

* An average budget I work with is around £800 - £1,000. For this you could expect a
beautiful Bride's bouquet full of textures and gorgeous florals, several bridesmaids
bouquets - possibly using different materials from the Bride's bouquet, buttonholes,
corsages, a choice of table arrangements, cake flowers and a few church flowers or
pew ends if needed.

*If you’re looking for a little more impact and some really wonderfully creative ideas
on how to get the best from your venue, then expect to pay around £1,000 plus. This
will include all of the above, together with some pretty amazing gorgeous features
which might include a stunning floral arch, sweeping staircase arrangements,
classically styled pedestals, floral chandeliers and a whole host of specially designed
items.

I hope this helps give you some ideas of what to expect to spend on flowers, if you try
to work out how much you have to spend before your consultation then we will
always try to get the absolute most for your money for you - I always do and working
seasonally certainly helps!
If you've any questions about costs, budgeting or sourcing seasonal flowers, please do
get in touch, you can reach me in lots of ways, all of which are on the home page of
my website www.campbellsflower.co.uk.
Tracey

